B.COM
SEMESTER IV
BUSINESS LAWS- II
(Marks 100 )

Competition Act, 2002 - part II ( 16 marks)
I. Competition commission of India in general, Inquiries by Commission , different kinds of inquires that can be conducted, abuse of dominat , Orders that can be passed by commission including anti competitive agreement or abuse of dominant position or division of enterprise enjoying dominant position or certain combination, Penalties

The Foreign Exchange Management Act, 1999( 16 Marks)

II. Definition of capital account , transaction ,current account transaction and the rules thereof, foreign exchange, foreign security, person , person resident in India. Restrictions on dealings in foreign exchange, holding of foreign exchange, export of goods and services , realization and repatriation of foreign exchange. Provisions relating to authorized person , contravention and penalties, procedure and power of adjudicating authority, Directorate of enforcement and its powers.

The Negotiable Instruments Act, 1881 (20 marks )

III Meaning of negotiable instruments, characteristics of promissory note, bill of exchange, cheque including cheque with electronic form truncated cheque, crossing of cheque, types of crossing, presentment and acceptance of negotiable instrument, holder, holder in due course, inland and foreign instrument,Meaning of endorsement, kinds of indorsement, Discharge of instrument, dishonour of cheque

Laws Relating to Intellectual Property Rights (48 marks)

Patent and Designs

IV Meaning of intellectual property, what is patent, what is not patentable invention, registration of patent, Rights of patent holder and exception, compulsory licensing, remedies in case of violation of patent. Meaning of design , Copyright in Design , registration procedure of design, piracy of registered design , remedies in case of violation of design

Copyright and Trademark
V Meaning of Copyright, subject matter of copyright, Acts which do not constitute infringement of copyright, broadcasting right, performer's right, remedies in case of violation of trademark, meaning of trademark, Procedure for registration of trademark, absolute and relative grounds for refusal of trademark, deceptively similar mark, descriptive marks, Remedies in case of violation of trademarks (24 marks- 17 lectures)
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